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‘One Hell Of  a Rapper’



Born and raised in Mineral, Va., Jason Barney AKA LT Nast is a self-proclaimed superstar in his coasting in 

his own lane.  LT Nast still gained the knowledge and passion of music pushing his way in understanding 

the HIP HOP game although he grew up in the in the confounds of a church in a small city called, Louisa, 

County.  While attending Louisa County High School, many music enthusiasts always stated that he was 

"ONE HELL OF A RAPPER" and building his fan base by participating in several music activities, including 

competitions that distinguished him from so many independent rappers in the area.  Graduating in 2004, 

he began focusing more on elevating himself in the entertainment industry as an artist, where he 

successfully claiming numerous wins and fans through showcases and/or talent gigs.  This began to open 

the eyes of different entities within the HIP HOP industry.  In 2014, LT Nast began his professional career 

with working with GT Management, building his brand by starting his own entertainment business called 

LTC Commission, getting radio interviews with such major stations as 106.5 The Beat with celebrity radio 

show host Zxulu.  His greatest accomplishment thus far as an independent recording artist includes his 

recent distribution deal with Veeyay Vega Don, Head A&R of Protect Ya Neck Records and Wu-Tang 

Management.  With this meeting, Veeyay Vega Don was taken so much by LT Nast's flavor that he 

subsequently signed him to a World Wide Distribution Deal with Protect Ya Neck Records/Wu-Tang 

Management.  Now LT Nast is focusing on a recent endeavor of being a one of the headliners for The 

Konnected Tour with Mr. Kevan Glover, owner of The Konnected Magazine, Konnected Tour, and the 

Charlotte Queen City Awards.  In addition to being on tour, LT Nast was asked to open up directly before 

the headliners for the North Meets South Edition of the Ultimate Exposure which headlines Young Dirty 

Bastard of the Wu-Tang Family and Rich Gates of Brick Squad. Currently LT Nast is working on his 

upcoming album, a follow up to his recently released LP "LET ME BE THE LT" which features hit single 

called "Feelin' Like It's Friday", a track that brings that down south summertime feeling, by releasing a 

new track December 9th, 2015, “Boomerang”.  This track brings a club feel, making the ladies jump out 

their seats and get on the floor and throw it like a boomerang. LT Nast is expected to be the next up and 

coming in the Hip Hop Industry as he diligently purses his dreams.  This amazing talent coming from a 

small corner of the state of Virginia called Mineral, VA proves only one thing...The most amazing talent can 

be right under your nose... “I am ready. I’ve been ready. And I know it’s just a matter of time before the 

world knows who I am.” - LT Nast, LTC Commission
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Media Links:

http://www.vibzrdio.ca/vibz-underground.html
http://www.vibzrdio.ca/vibz-underground.html
http://www.pyndigital.com/lt-nast
http://www.worldstarpromo.com/2015/08/lt-feeling-like-its-friday-official.html
http://rudeboymag.com/lt-nast/
http://www.cashbackmafia.com/interviews/interview-10-questions-us/interview-ltnast652-by-realeddystarks?utm_campaign=shareaholic&utm_medium=twitter&utm_source=socialnetwork
http://theinterviewedcharacter.blogspot.com/2015/11/lasuria-kandi-allman-interviews-hip-hop_21.html?m=1
http://issuu.com/crunkatlanta/docs/2015-empire-issue-sept


LTNAST
ITunes
Amazon Music
Reverb Nation
Google Play Music

Twitter: @LTNast652
Instagram: @LTNast652
Facebook: THe-LT-Nast
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‘One Hell Of  a Rapper’

FIND LT NAST on Spotify, MYSpace, Datpiff, 
SoundCloud and many other online streaming sites.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/artist/lt.-nast/id796817154
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00S9JBN96/ref=dm_ws_sp_ps_dp
https://www.reverbnation.com/theltnast
https://play.google.com/store/music/album/LT_Nast_Feelin_Like_Its_Friday?id=Bkw2m3avsmzpk6u25jhvmvoqa5y
https://www.twitter.com/ltnast652
https://www.instagram.com/ltnast652
http://www.facebook.com/THe-LT-Nast

